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Frederick H. Alexander is head of Legal Policy at B Lab. Before coming to B Lab, he spent 26 years at Morris, Nichols, Arsht & Tunnell LLP as a corporate law attorney, including four years as managing partner. He remains counsel to the firm. Mr. Alexander formerly chaired the Council of the Corporation Law Section of the Delaware State Bar Association and the General Review Task Force of the ABA Committee on Corporate Laws. He is a member of the Delaware Access to Justice Commission, serves on the Advisory Committee for the Securities Regulation Institute, and is an Inaugural Fellow of the American College of Governance Counsel.

Mr. Alexander’s lecture, Adding Ethics to the Fiduciary Relationship, will address how crucial it is to adopt and clarify rules throughout the governance system — both at the corporate and the investment level — that allow corporations to act in a responsible and ethical manner that recognizes the interdependent nature of our economy.